
Dear Partners
ESAD commemorate this academic year 30 years of Erasmus Programme.
Because that, we would like to organize our 3rd International Week between
8 and 12 May. The main goals are:

celebrate together our friendship;
exchange professional experiences, expertise and networking;
spread ideas and good practices.

Due the fruitful cooperation during these years between our Institutions
we would like to invite someone of your College/University (teacher or other staff)
to participate within the Erasmus + Programme. Participants are invited to present 
his/her own academic Institution and R&D  projects concerning the following topics:

1. The Erasmus Programme and Internationalisation of higher education
2. The future of arts and design education: re-evaluating current teaching-

-learning methods in order to prepare students for future realities. Prepare 
students to become more flexible and adaptable to environmental changes and 
market uncertainty, providing them not only with skills to know how to design, 
but also to communicate different needs to, and with, different cultures.

To participate each Institutions must make the Registration till February 10th
and send till March 10th the following documents:

a paper with 3-4 pages maximum (separate  images, Times New Roman/
size 12/1,5 space) in the national language and in English;
a digital poster to be printed in ESAD (size A1) with the School presentation
for the Posters Exhibition during the week;
the logo of the School.

Preliminary Programme
09:00 Registration + Coffee-break
10:00 Welcome Session
10:30 Who you are: Three minutes presentation of your Institution
11:00 Visit ESAD facilities: Open Exhibitions; Illustration Project Stand Up Sea; 
Serigraphs on Erasmus+; Erasmus IN and OUT students works; College Posters
12:30 Lunch
14:30 Presentations (topic 1)
16:30 Coffee-break
17:00 Presentations (topic 2)
18:00 End of session

09:30 Presentations (topic 3)
11:00 Coffee Break 
11:30 Presentations (topic 4)
13:00 Lunch
14:30 Matosinhos City Tour
18.00 End of tour

10:00 Closing Session: final remarks; receiving certificates; networking activities...
12.30 Farewell  Lunch

 We will send more information asap. If you have any questions please contact
 Marta Varzim or Antonino Jorge by email (international@esad.pt).

08.05.23
monday

09.05.23 
tuesday

10.05.23
wednesday

https://forms.gle/1PosTjgdGqGc2yPw5

